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NCTech iSTAR camera for immersive media and point-topoint measurements in SphereVision Project

The iSTAR 360 degree HDR camera used in
combination with the NCTech Measurement
Module provides a solution for rapid and intuitive
measurement based on photogrammetric
techniques using panoramas directly within
an immersive workspace. Furthermore, the
NCTech Measurement Module integration
within Arithmetica SphereVision enables the

user to combine different NCTech 360° media
(still panoramas, measurement pairs and/
or videos from time-lapse) with maps, plans
and layout for a complete overview including
measurements. In addition, SphereVision Viewer
(free) allows users to share the projects with
other stakeholders, taking advantage of
SphereVision’s user-friendly interface.
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The majority of site measuring equipment either takes specific point
measurements, or are mass capture devices such as laser scanners,
collecting millions of measure points at incredibly high speed. The
former requires a knowledge or decision of all measure points needed
while on-site, the latter provides the ability to capture everything
and measure later, but equipment is high cost, more complex to use,
creates vast quantities of data requiring processing and storage,
plus where high fidelity imaging is required can take a long time to
capture.
The NCTech iSTAR camera combined with the NCTech Measurement
Module provides a hybrid approach: the ability to rapidly capture a full
360° view of an environment for taking measurements later, with the
simplicity of operation, reduced data volumes and high visual clarity
of photography. NCTech Measurement Module functions are available
at zero cost for easy integration by third parties through the NCTech
SDK. Arithmetica have integrated these functions into SphereVision
Project and therefore the aim of this report is to show how these
functions work within this software application.
01. Software installation.
02. NCTech iSTAR data capture.
03. NCTech 360° media within Arithmetica SphereVision Project.
04. NCTech Measurement Module within Arithmetica SphereVision
Project.
05. Results.
06. Measurement Accuracy.
07. Conclusion.
08. Acknowledgements.

Planning Capture Stations. Very little planning of capture strategy
is required other than taking into account the line of sight’ position
of the camera in relation to the features to be measured, to ensure
a clear view of the subject areas. To achieve the best results users
should consider the following general recommendations:

•
•
•

Measurements taken in the same plane as the image will
generally be better than in an orthogonal direction to it.
The closer the camera is to the object, the clearer the image
and the higher the number of pixels representing the object,
therefore accuracy is generally increased.
Avoid taking measure points in positions or views that are
unclear otherwise accuracy will likely be reduced.

Camera Offset: The NCTech Measurement Module is based on
photogrammetry pairs. A known vertical offset between images is
therefore needed at each station.
The measurement computation expects an exact known offset so it is
critical that the desired tripod column offset is set accurately.
It is also critical to ensure that the actual capture offset used matches
precisely to the settings selected on the iSTAR camera. In order to
maximise offset accuracy a tripod with fixed head and precision pole
feature is required. Camera offset setting must be indicated in cm.

01. Software installation
Installing Arithmetica SphereVision Project:
http://www.spherevision.com/downloads/
Installing NCTech ImmersiveStudio (free):
https://www.nctechimaging.com/immersive-studio/
Img. 02.01. Setting camera offset for measurement pair capture mode.

02. NCTech iSTAR data capture
General workflow per pair station:
Different types of immersive media can be obtained from iSTAR
depending on the capture mode and/or the raw data processing.
Mainly, panoramic images (timer or/and walk-around capture modes),
measurement pairs (measurement module capture mode) and video
gained from images (time-lapse capture mode):

1. Set the camera offset distance, level the tripod with iSTAR in the
“down” position and capture the down image. While down image is
being saved, the camera can be raised to the “up” position.

02.01.TIMER.
With a minimum setting of 5 seconds, this is the simplest iSTAR
capture mode. The user input is simply to select the exposure,
ISO and suitable HDR mode, considering the environment lighting
conditions plus timer settings.
02.02. WALKAROUND.
This mode replaces the timer with the ability to take the whole 360°
environment in two steps: half of the scene in the first step and the
other half in the second step. The user selects the exposure, ISO and
suitable HDR mode considering the environment lighting conditions
plus which side of the scene is capture in each step by touching the
corresponding iSTAR screen corner.
02.03. MEASUREMENT MODULE.
This mode guides the capture of two images within a known
vertical camera offset. The input from the user consists of selecting
the exposure, ISO, timer and suitable HDR mode considering the
environment lighting conditions plus the known camera offset
between captures. iSTAR screen wizard will guide the user during
the capture. Compared to other capture modes some additional
factors must be taken into account, since the obtained measurement
accuracy is highly dependant on how the images are taken on-site:

Img. 02.02. iSTAR screen on measurement capture mode before
capturing the down image.
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02.04. TIME-LAPSE: This mode capture one image every 5 minutes
or more. The input from the user consists of selecting the exposure,
ISO and suitable HDR mode considering the environment lighting
conditions plus defining the time-lapse between captures.
Data output from this capture mode is not only single panoramic
images captured but these can also be processed to a video file
within NCTech ImmersiveStudio.

03. NCTech 360° media within
Arithmetica SphereVision Project
Img. 02.03. iSTAR down position for measurement pair capture.
2. Raise iSTAR up to the pre-defined offset up position without moving
the tripod horizontally, then capture. Furthermore, ensure that iSTAR
does not rotate between upper and lower capture positions due to
any pole rotation and that the offset previously set on the camera
corresponds with the actual distance the tripod has been risen. While
up image is being saved, iSTAR can be moved to the next station
Generally speaking, 60 cm is the recommended offset in order to get
optimal results. However, a different offset could be used in some
environments (for instance, indoors with limited height ceilings or
where the user is restricted to use a tripod with a different offset
range). The camera offset distance can then be set specific to the
needs and requirements.

03.01. CREATE A PROJECT AND SET A LOCATION.
To create a new project, press “Create a New Project…” within
activities list on Start tab or File>New>Project.

Img. 03.01. SphereVision Project start tab.
The first step after creating and naming a new project is to add a
location (image file). The location is the element to which everything
else relates and could be a map, floor plan or any other photograph.

Img. 02.04. iSTAR measurement capture mode screen, before capturing
the up image.
Pair measurement station will be saved as *.nctrm raw data and all the
files related with each pair will appear within a 20160101-090000-M
folder so “-M” will be added to indicate “Measurements”.

Img. 02.05. iSTAR in up position for measurement pair capture.

Img. 03.02. New Project dialog for naming and adding a location.
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03.02. ADD MEDIA FILES.
After the location has been set, Media Files and Makers (clickable
items which link to a media file, other location or pop up) can be
attached to the map.
Media Files can be added within the New Project dialog or by using
the Media tab on the right end bottom corner.

03.03. ADD HOTSPOT AND CUSTOMISE.
In order to place imported media on the location (map, aerial photo,
floor plan...) go to Hotspots>Link to Media, select the media you want
to link and double click on the map to place the corresponding icon.
Size can be varied within properties panel area. The icon can be
re-located as many times as you want by double clicking on the map
until deselecting by mouse right click on the icon>deselect HotSpot.

Img. 03.04. Deselect HotSpot.

Img. 03.03. New Project dialog for adding media files.
Different types of media files based on native iSTAR data formats can
be added:
iSTAR Still (*.nctri): iSTAR single panorama in proprietary
raw format. Mainly captured with Timer or Walkaround
mode. Allows to user to import data directly from the
iSTAR SD card after capture.
iSTAR MeasurementPair (*.nctrm): iSTAR measurement
pair saved in proprietary raw format from iSTAR
Measurement Capture mode. Allows to user to import
data directly from the iSTAR SD card after capture.

For further information about all possibilities available to customise
your project within Arithmetica SphereVision Project by using markers
check SphereVision user manual http://www.spherevision.com/
download/project/spherevisionproject-userguide.pdf

04. NCTech Measurement Module within
Arithmetica SphereVision Project
If a measurement pair (*.nctrm or *.nctmd) has been added,
measurements within an immersive view can be taken. In order to
obtain measurements:
1. Select an iSTAR measurement pair on the location (map, floor plan
etc…), on the Media tab or on the Object list. An immersive view of the
pair is displayed in the Media Player which you can extend by
pressing the full screen view icon.

iSTAR Container (*.nctmd): iSTAR measurement data pair
in which up and down image have been already stitched.
Note that the main advantage of this format (*.nctmd)
against the previous (*.nctrm) is the time saving when
importing the data since it is already stitched, particularly
useful for data sharing.
Furthermore, additional iSTAR or iris360 processed data in non-native
formats can be added, as can data from other non-NCTech spherical
capture devices. Formats gained from NCTech ImmersiveStudio are
considered:
Spherical Still (*.jpg): iSTAR or iris360 single panorama in
equirectangular format, mainly captured with Timer or
Walkaround mode. Using *.jpg from NCTech
ImmersiveStudio takes advantage of all NCTech
processing options as “Auto-Level”, different image
resolution or activate/deactivate HDR but it requires a
pre-processing within NCTech ImmersiveStudio and
therefore the benefit of using NCTech raw data directly
from the SD card is omitted.

Img. 04.01. Location with a selected measurement pair within
SphereVision.

Spherical Video (*.avi): spherical video gained from iSTAR
images mainly captured by time-lapse capture mode and
processed by NCTech ImmersiveStudio.

Img. 03.03. Import Media dialog for adding media files. Note stitching
will occur while importing.

Img. 04.02. Measurement Module within SphereVision. Sync Views
mode activated.
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2. Press the NCTech Measurement Module icon on the right end top
button of Media Player to launch Measurement Module. Visualisation
default mode will sync both up and down images (Sync Views mode).
3. Press “Add Measurement” icon to launch point-to-point
measurement.
4. Mark point1 and point2 (left click mouse) within left image to
place the corresponding measurement line and therefore, a second
measurement line will appear within right image.

05. Results
An interactive map with different media linked results is the
process output. If iSTAR measurements pairs have been added,
measurements can be checked within SphereVision Project Immersive
environment. In order to check how resulting interactive map looks,
“Viewer Mode” should be activated.
Each measurement pair can be exported as a panorama in
equirectangular format with overlaid measurements, or the
project can be exported for sharing with other stakeholders within
SphereVision Viewer (free):
Export measurements: one of the measurement pair images can be
exported with measurement lines overlaid by clicking on “Export”
button within Measurement Module mode. Image Type and naming
need to be added within the emergent dialog.

Img. 04.03. Measurement Module within SphereVision. Marking points
within the left image.

Img. 05.01. Export Measurements dialog.

Img. 04.04. Measurement Module within SphereVision. Marking points
within the right image.

Img. 05.02. Panoramic image with measurement lines overlaid.

5. Place the second measurement line in the correct position by
dragging the points of the measurement line.

Share the project: the project can be shared by exporting within a
compressed bundle (*.svbun) at File>Export File.

A measurement box corresponding to each measure will appear on
the left where the name, colour and display of the measurement line
can be customised. The cross on the right end top corner can be used
to delete the corresponding measurement line.

Then, the exported project can be imported within Sphere Vision
Viewer (free) to display the interactive map and check (but not edit)
the measurements within an immersive view at File>Import project or
at the Start tab.

Img. 04.05. Measurement Module within SphereVision. Measurements
within the immersive Sync View.

Img. 05.03. Measurements within an Immersive View. Sphere Vision
Project Viewer.
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06. Measurement Accuracy
In order to maximise achieved accuracy, correlating the camera offset
settings with the accurate value of offset pole is crucial. In addition, a
tripod with precision pole and fixed head is imperative.
It is not only the system setup and capture conditions that affect the
accuracy, the system is also sensitive to how accurately the user
selects corresponding measurement lines points: selecting the exact
match point within both the up and down images will provide the
best possible accuracy of measured point compared to the real-world
value.
For further details about accuracy related with NCTech Measurement
Module review the Measurement Module Application Note.
Accuracy figures achieved in this Application Note are representative
of the specific conditions, environment and setup used at the time. It
is good practice for users to always test real achievable performance,
particular where any change in set-up is applied.

07. Conclusion
Interactive maps with linked iSTAR 360 degrees media are obtained
from SphereVision (single panoramas, measurement pairs, timelapse video).
NCTech Measurement Module integrated with Arithmetica
SphereVision Project enables measurements to be made ‘post
capture’ within an interactive and immersive user interface.
This combined capability is valuable for many applications as it
eliminates the need for site re-visit.
Only one iSTAR shot is needed to get a single HDR 360 image with five
(HDR ON) or nine (HDR PRO) exposure levels. Single exposure can also
be set.
Knowledge of photography techniques is not needed since iSTAR
analyses the whole scene and calculates the most suitable camera
settings for the full 360 view.

High performance output in difficult lighting conditions. iSTAR
can provide high visual quality images in a wide range of lighting
environments thanks to automatic HDR settings and EV range of 27
f-stops.
Knowledge of photogrammetry techniques is not needed since the
pair distance/camera offset and workflow won’t change depending on
scene conditions or distance to the object.
Offset flexibility. Camera offset can be established by the user
increasing performance flexibility since the user can set the most
suitable offset setting for each equipment or environment.
Automatically stitched HDR images are provided. Instead of
needing several separate software applications meaning a tedious
workflow, the user gets HDR 360 images directly within Arithmetica
SphereVision with no additional steps.
Immersive view rapid measurement method. NCTech iSTAR in
combination with Measurement Module provides the opportunity to
rapidly capture of a whole immersive view 360 scene using only two
images. Taking the actual measurements on site is not required.
Shareable measurements results, each measurement pair can be
exported with measurements overlaid and displayed on any device
with (*.png, *.jpeg…) image viewing capability.
Shareable project. All interactive maps & plans can be exported
to be checked by other project stakeholders for free when using
Arithmetica SphereVision Viewer (free) for Windows platform.
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For further information about iSTAR or NCTech software visit
www.nctechimaging.com or contact us sales@nctechimaging.com
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